The spontaneous fission (SF) and -decay mechanisms are worked out in the superheavy mass region to extract valuable information regarding nuclear structure and associated decay patterns. In general, the superheavy nuclei (SHN) are mainly identified via sequential α-decay chains from unknown nuclei to known nuclei, usually ending with the α-decaying or SF nucleus. As the dominant decay modes of SHN, α-decay and SF can be considered as the limiting factors that determine the stability of nuclear systems in the extreme mass region.
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In Rf comes out to be clearly a symmetric decay with choices of spherical or quadrupole deformed (β2 alone) nuclei having "optimum" orientations of hot compact configurations. The near exact comparison between the calculation and data provides a unique opportunity to extend this study to other spontaneously fissioning SHN in order to extract the desired information regarding dynamical behavior of nuclear systems in the extreme mass region of Periodic table.
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